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R. F. ELLEN

SEMANTIC ANARCHY AND
ORDERED SOCIAL PRACTICE IN NUAULU
PERSONAL NAMING1

An emerging characteristic of the social anthropology of the last decade
has been a healthy scepticism about formal theoretical orthodoxies.
Functionalism, structuralism and marxism have in turn been subjected
to an accommodating révisionism, eclectic in its sources of inspiration,
refreshingly honest in the face of intransigent data, and aware of the
limitations of concepts. More specifically, in the analysis of indigenous
categories, the supreme confidence of formal linguistic approaches,
cognitive structuralism and the inheritors of l'Année Sociologique
has been tempered by an extension of mutual respect, and through
repeated convincing demonstrations that (while patterned) the relations
between categories are always variable, often contradictory, sometimes
conflicting, and ever subject to reinterpretation and appropriation for
new social purposes.

All this is not to deny that the conduct of good ethnography has
always provided a counterpoint and corrective to received dogma, but
it is the sheer mass of current writing in this vein (together with its
self-consciousness) which suggests an historically novel condition. And
it is the very momentum established by such a critique which has given
rise to a potential danger. For the naive, the opportunist and the
slavishly fashion-conscious the movement could easily be transformed
into no more than a concern for methodical rigour and empirical
detail. As such it could lead to what might be termed (in a now con-
ventional syntax) "the new empiricism", guided by a cynical despair
about the shortcomings of all social theory and attempts at explanatory
generalization. Fortunately, at its best, recent work has encouraged a
sophisticated substantivism, methodological awareness (rather than
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Nuaulu Personal Naming 19

simply technical proficiericy and mechanical thoroughness), and sound
judgement in the search for appropriate and adequate theory.

Without oversimplifying the issues at stake in the contemporary
assault on theoretical orthodoxy in the analysis of categories, it seems
to me that yet again the debate revolves aroünd (though not always
explicitly) the problem of what is meant by structure, and at what level
it can be identified in social formations. In general terins, structure
has been located at one or more of three analytical levels:

1. etic structure of the etic: patterned regularities observed or extra-
polated by the analyst, in the spatial and temporal relations between
individuals, collectivities and the environment. Such regularities
may be at the level of appearance or underlying relations.

2. emic structure of the etnic: patterned regularities as described,
understood and idealised by members of a population subject to
analysis.*

3. etic structure of the emic: patterned regularities in local categories
and their relations as described and understood by the analyst, at
the level of appearance or of underlying relations.

* Inevitably, levél 2 is only accessible through level 3, though this does not
mean that it is invalid to attempt to distinguish between them. An emic structure
of the etic is logically impossible, being absorbed into level 2.

In the analysis of personal names, Lévi-Strauss (1966) has
persuasively argued for logical coherence at level 3. Of ten, this is
dependent upon (or follows from) some coherence in a people's own
perception and understanding (that is level 2). Specifically, he argues
that particular personal names are necessarily in a structural relation-
ship with others, and can only be interpreted as the outcome of the
application of a more general logic. A well substantiated example of
this is found in the metónymic transformations of indigenous American
clan totems. Al though Lévi-Strauss is inevitably relying on certain
level 1 assumptions, his analysis purports to lend credence to the pos-
sibility of an independent science óf cultural superstructures. It is
therefofe not surprising that he should never explicitly concern himself
with the dynamic between actual naming practices, established social
relations, and the semantic and lógical structure of names.

The passionate concern exhibited in the work of Lévi-Strauss for
cognitive elegance has inspired some interesting ethnographic studies
of naming practices (e.g. Benjamin 1968, Strathern 1970). While
acknowledging that naming practices among some peoples have a
remarkable semantic cohesion, I wish to add further weight tö the
view (which some may think self-evident) that personal names cannot
always be reduced to neat structuralist formulae and equations, or
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20 R. F. Ellen

even to other kinds of convenient typology.2 I wish also to suggest that
this is as much true of elementary structures as of complex ones,
where Lévi-Strauss might reasonably expect this to be the case. An
examination of Nuaulu naming practices from the eastern Indonesian
island of Seram provides us with some supporting evidence. Actual
naming practices (level 1) may be represented in terms of a familiar
social and functional order. However, at levels 2 and 3 two alternative
representations are possible, depending upon how we define the
"meaning" of names. I shall argue that this ambiguity and dissonance
can only be understood if contrasting representations are examined in
conjunction, and if our concept of "meaning" is extended beyond
narrow glosses on individual names and the patterns constituted from
them.

Terminologies and social practice: the general context
During one lifespan any human individual is referred to or addressed
by f our basic kinds of ascriptive term: (1) temporary and relative
ego-centred terms in a pronominal set; (2) permanent but relative
ego-centred terms indicating a relationship between two or more
persons; (3) temporary but absolute terms indicating membership of
a developmental. phase; and (4) personal names which.are.both per-
manent and absolute. Each of these four "types differ in some important
respects. Overall, although terms may change during the course of a
life-cycle, an individual always acquires more ascriptive epithets than
are shed. This is most obviously true of relationship terms, and is best
illustrated by those terms employed to categorize immediate genea-
logical space. By contrast, terms for developmental phases change but
do not accumulate.

In Nuaulu terminology for developmental phases there is an exten-
sive overlap with relationship terms, but this need not be so. Develop-
mental terms are symmetrical between the sexes, except that the term
for an initiated but unmarried female (pinamó) is irivariably used
while an equivalent male term is not. On marriage reference terms are
adopted which emphasize the event as öne joining together two clans:
that is, they stress affinity at the expense of descent. Thus, if Somori
is the name of the clan of the wife theh the husband becomes msaha-
Somori; while if Matoke is the clan of the husband then the wife
becomes pina-Matoke.. With the birth of the first child of whatever sex
teknonyms are adopted (a father being referred to by the form
PERSONAL NAME-amai, and a mother by the form PERSONAL
NAME-inai), although only with respect-to accepted genetic parents.3

When the eldest child marries he or she is referred to by the msaha/
pina form, and the teknonym switches to the next eldest child, and so on.
On the birth of the first grandchild, the teknonym switches again and the
suffix changes to -momoi. Theoretically, this same pattern applies to
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Nuaulu Personal Naming 21

all successive generations, although it is seldom used beyond the
third.4

In purely formal terms, the four types of ascription can be plotted
along a generalized-individualized axis. Pronouns are the most abstract
and generalized of these. Relationship terms are more individualized
than pronouns (Thurnwald 1916:357), but still indicate abstract
second-order social relationships into which most individuals will enter.
The only limiting factors are gender, mortality and fecundity. Nuaulu
developmental terms are intermediate between relationship terms and
personal names: initiation and marriage terms identify individuals by
specifying clan affiliation, while teknonyms increase the specificity by
adopting a proxy personal name (Murdock 1949:97); that is, the name
of a son, daughter or grandchild stands for that of a father, mother or
grandparent. But while personal names are the most individualized
form of ascription, they may refer to more than one person, while one
person may have more than one name.

Any one Nuaulu can be socially located using six pronouns, between
11 and 17 relationship terms, at least 9 developmental terms and one
or more personal names. Of the first three types of ascription
it is relationship and developmental terms which might be expected to
most directly mirror social organization. Pronouns are too generalized.
This is not to say, however, that they may not be socially determined,
but to stress that this is only secondarily so, and through the mediation
of other more socially sensitive markers.

Because relationship terms stand midway between abstract pronouns
and more individualized developmental terms, they may serve two
contradictory purposes: to personalize or depersonalize, depending on
the way that they are used. This functional tension is found in all
relationship terminologies. The element of depersonalization, following
Geertz (1975:389-90), lies in the way relationship terms may be used
indiscriminately to include mortals, immortals, ancestors, predecessors,
successors and consiates as "stereotyped contemporaries". In the
Nuaulu case this is demonstrated most clearly in a two-generation
reciprocity in which each generation above the parental is termino-
logically and symbolically equated with the reciprocal (grandparent
with grandchild, greatgrandparent with greatgrandchild, and so on).
Simultaneously, the same and other equivalences and distinctions
(gender, relative age, siblinghood and affinity) provide a fine calculus
of mutual identities which locates individuals in an otherwise complex
geriealogical web. .

Contradictions arise also from the dual purpose of terms, stressing
both lineality and alliance. In developmental terminology the msaha/
pina form emphasizes allianee and lateral equivalence. Teknonymy is
more problematic. Teknonyms clearly stress reproductive continuity,
lineality and descent JGeertz. 1975:378), by using only the names of
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22 R. F. Ellen

the first born and by defining individuals in terms of their offspring.
On the other hand, by identifying a relationship between husband and
wife via a child, a connection of affinity is transformed into one of
consanguinity (Geertz 1975:376, Benjamin 1968:126-7, Strathern
1970:77). The possibility of using the momoi form for any relationship
of direct descent spanning three generations completely neutralizes the
affinity and gender distinctions on which it is based.

Patterns of actual use indicate that what appear as functional
contradictions in fact permit subtle changes in terminology appropriate
to specific social situations (cf. Tyler 1969). All relationship terms can
be used referentially, as in such statements as "x is my eteku" or
"y is the hotaku of x". Where an identification is required, rather than
the establishing of a relationship, kinship terms are not generally used.
Only a few Nuaulu vocative terms for persons in kinship positions
differ from terms of reference, and then only slightly. This shift
involves a phonological contraction, concordant with the expression
of intimacy (e.g. eteku~*eté). However, the range of kinship terms
regularly used as modes of address is restricted (ama, ina, ete and
momoi). As in Geertz's Bali (1975:368), the vocative form does not
exist for genealogically junior relatives. Terms for developmental
phases are entirely identical in both referential and vocative forms;
Indeed, developmental terms appear to be used as terms of address
in preference to relationship terms in everyday domestic interactions.
Teknonyms are generally used vocatively among close consanguines,
but then never by children for parents, their lineal superiors or with
respect to adopted parents. Brothers-in-law may address each other
teknonymously, and thereby stress the consanguineous link established
through their children. Children always address parents by a kin term,
but parents address their childern by a personal name. Outside the
circle of close consanguines, teknonyms are used only for reference,
and for persons for whom kin terms would be inappropriate, usually
those outside the clan.

Personal names and teknonyms differ from the other Nuaulu
ascriptive terms discussed in that they have a value which is not simply
a matter of relative status, but which derives from specific genealogical
histories. We shall see, however, that the same kinds of functional
tension and contradiction are mirrored at the level of personal names.

The acquisition and use of personal names
As soon as a Nuaulu infant is born it is culturally permissible to refer
to it by relationship terms. However, it is not bom with a personal
name, and since teknonyms are derived from the personal names of
children they, too, do not come automatically with birth. Children who
are still-born neither possess a social identity, nor confer any additional
identity on their parents. It is hardly surprising that un-named still-
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Nuaulu Personal Naming 23

born children, incompletely separated from nature or assimilated into
culture, should be regarded as potential evil spirits.

Nuaulu natal rituals are frequently complex affairs. Various rites are
performed by kinswomen officiating during the process of birth itself,
the feast following birth is given by the mother's eldest brother, but
overall control and the giving of names is in the hands of either the
clan head (jonate ipari) or war leader (kapitané). Like the polities of
many other eastern Indonesian peoples, the Nuaulu clan is a diarchy
where the two divisions (numa) are in a reciprocal relationship for the
purpose of supervising much ritual. Thus, if a new-born child is patri-
lineally related through the numa kapitané, then the jonate ipan
performs the ritual and undertakes overall responsibility. If the child
is patrilineally related through the numa onate, then the opposite is the
case. A similar pattern in the mutual exchange of ritual services is
found in male initiation ceremonies. Name-giving takes place at the
moment when the umbilical cord is severed: that is the very point at
which the child acquires a completely independent physical existence.5

A cord cannot be cut until a name is given. The selection of a particular
traditional Nuaulu name may either follow mechanically from the
application of a number of rules, or result from a more discursive and
pre-meditated process.

The only situations in which a Nuaulu child receives a particular
name through the obligatory application of a rule, that is in circum-
stances where a clan head or kapitané has no latitude in choice, are in
certain cases of direct inheritance.6 These are as follows:

1. If a man dies bef ore his conceived male child is born.

Case 1. (117, 118) 7 d1

Napwai

Napwai

clan: SOMORI

I
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24 R. F. Ellen

2. If a man dies before a conceived eSeS is born

Case 2. (130, 131) d1

Nauniku

Sahunete

Nauniku

clan: PENISA

In two further types of direct inheritance of names there appears
to be at least some element of choice.8 The first of these is that a child
should receive the name of a dead elder sibling of the same sex
immediately prior in birth order, especially where the elder sibling has
died shortly after birth and certainly before the birth of the younger
sibling.

Case 3. (281, 282) 9
I

J

I

i A I i i l
Utane Utane

clan: SONAWE-AINAKAHATA

The secpnd is a more complex direct inheritance relationship, derived
from rules 1 and 2, which may occur on conversion to Christianity or
Islam.

Case 4. An individual (20) received the birthname Bisara by direct
inheritance from his paternal grandfather (19), as in rule 2. In 1973
he was baptized a Christian, adopting the name Butje. On marriage
his first child (born in 1974) was given the traditional Nuaulu name
Bisara (21) before being himself baptized.

In this case conversion appears to be the social equivalent of death, at
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least for the purpose of conferring traditional names.
In all other circumstances there is more latitude of choice, although

personal names are theoretically the gift of ancestors working through
the elders. Certainly, names must always have the approval of both.
While in formal and ideological terms the process of name selection
is rigid and preordained, in practice it is flexible and quite irreducible
to a simple cultural grammar. Jensen (1948:129) mentions that among
the Wemale of West Seram names are chosen directly by parents. For
the most part, Nuaulu children are given established names selected by
a clan head or kapitane, or in the event of their unavailability, their
wives. Possible names may emerge in the context of a seance or a
dream, through divination, or through conscious meditation on the
alternatives. Only if the circumstances of birth suggest or justify
nominal commemoration will the father (rather than the mother)
bestow a name. In this case clan elders must, anyway, ratify the name,
and the father may well claim to have received instructions from an
elder or ancestor in a dream or seance. This is of ten the case where
there is a difficult pregnancy or where the woman carrying the child
is ill. Occasionally names may originate from other kin.

Once a personal name has been acquired there are a number of
formal restrictions on its use. A person must not mention his own name
(and sometimes homonymous usages occurring in ordinary spoken
language); nor must this name be used between husband.and wife,
between actüal future spouses and those terminologically specified as
preferential marriage partners (nemakai), between MB and ZS, between
WB and HZ, HB and WZ (sau'mone), and between a husband and his
wife's mother. The latter is the most stringently enfbrced prohibition,
and parties who ignore it are shamed and liable to a ritual fine payable
in lengths of red cloth and porcelain. A husband and wife are not even
supposed to hear the personal names of any affine spoken in their
presence. In such circumstances the use of developmental and relation-
ship terms forestalls the breaking of ritually sanctioned próhibitions.
Such practices have the effect of reducing individuality among affines
and emphasizing instead an opposition between clan kinship (INDI-
VIDUAL, INSIDERS) and affinity (GROUP, OUTSIDERS), although
such a logical abstraction does tend to conceal the exceedingly
individualized character of certain affinal relations in particular
circumstances.

Most Nuaulu have only one personal name. In fact, out of 204 living
individuals surveyed in Ruhuwa only 29 had two or more personal
names. Ten of these were Christian or Muslim names acquired on
conversion, or belonged to the children of cöhverts who had been
given both traditional and baptismal names.9 All other plural personal
names are acquired as a result of personal illness, usually during the
first few years of life.
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26 R. F. Ellen

Case 5. (41) cf Born Hotena in the clan Nepane-tomoi'en.
During the first year of life he was seriously .111. His father, Kotahatu,
consulted the ancestral spirits who suggested that a second name,
Natanun, be given. Natanun is not a traditional Nepane-tomoi'en
name but comes from Sonawe-ainakahata, the clan of Hotena's
mother, Pinaririe. The birth name has since been reverted to.
Case 6. (72) o* Born Saune, his mother died when young and he
suffered greatly from malaria. As a result he was given the name
of his paternal grandfather, Latulesi. Confusingly, he is now referred
to by both names, although any one individual is generally consistent
in the one which he or she uses.
Case 7. (291) d1 Born Wasale, he was given the name Sainika
following an illness immediately after birth. The illness did not
abate so he was given a further name, Waile, from his mother's
clan, Matoke. The birth name has since been reverted to.

The giving of further traditional names as a form of therapy is the
logical corollary of a belief that names carry a moral load and magical
properties which affect the experiences and actions of their bearer. It
is therefore only to be expected that such names are regarded as being
stronger than birth names in denotative or connotative terms.

The only other personal names which an individual may acquire are
sobriquets given during childhood. These may be either diminutives or
contractives, such as Napu (Napwai), Hatu (Hatu' one) or Masol
(Masoli). Alternatively, they may be puns, the gloss for the name in a
different language. For example, Pinahai (ahai: thread) was also
referred to as Bola (an Ambonese Malay term for thread, i.é. a "ball"
of thread); and Uri (banana) as Talewa ("banana" in the language of
Sepa). Such puns are sometimes circumlocutions adopted to avoid using
the personal names of affines, but they are also used for young children
by their parents. The fact that they have a mocking quality may account
for their rarity among adults, although the importance of nicknames
may equally well correspond to cultures where "real" names must be
concealed (Frazer 1911:321-31). By contrast with the Nuaulu, nick-
names and contractions are a ubiquitous part of Ambonese Christian
culture, and such usages are very quickly adopted when Nuaulu
convert.10

The formal structure of personal names
Nuaulu personal names may comprise either simple unsegmentable
lexemes or composite segmentable ones (Conklin 1969 (1962):44). An
example of the former is:

Case 8. (71) 9 Kuparko flower
An example of the second is:

Case 9. (105) d1 Matakapa mata (eye)... [or the child sees] . . .
kapa (an archaic Nuaulu word for what is currently called tope:
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dried sago palm-leaf stalks used in the construction of house walls).
Parts of ordinary language incorporated into personal names may
remain unchanged (as in cases 8 and 9), or shift slightly to an accept-
able nominal form. This is usually through phonetic depletion, and is
especially common in segmentable names:

Case 10. (172) ? Pinahai pina (female prefix) + hai (contrac-
tion of ahai: thread). See also Case .13.
Segmentable names may be either in the root + root form (as in

case 9) or in a root + affix form. The doublé root form (and no names
are composed of more than two roots) may either link key morphemes
which together signify an event (e.g. Matakapa), or signify a classifi-
catory relation where the second root is a "type of" or "part of" the
first root. In the first form the linguistic relationship is paradigmatic,
in the second it is syntagmatic:

Case 11. (300) d1 Nakasusue bud (susue) of the naka tree (Arto-
carpus integra: the breadfruit), a totem of clan Sonawe-ainakahata;
whose mythical prigin is held to be in the bud of the tree. Refers to
part of a tree.
Case 12. (124) <S Nauhua nau (divination) + hua (generic term
for fruit, but in this case indicating betel nut). Refers to a type of
divination.
Affixes may be added to indicate gender. Thus pina- is a prefix

indicating a female name, although it is only found in about 13 percent
of the total inventory of different female names.11

Case 13. (186) $ Pinasapa pina (female prefix) + sapa (from
sapai: to go or to come quickly). See also case 10.

Other morphemes may be restricted to names of a single gender, but
not be gender affixes in the strict sense. For example, nau- (as in case
12) may never be part of a female name.

Some segmentable names have two roots with no immediate semantic
connection, a dysjunction which is reinforced by informant glosses.
These are compound names, which may bring together morphemes with
two quite separate sets of connotations. Most names of this kind are
male:

Case 14. (199) <5 Retanoku reta (from ireta: to ceremonially
ascend the suane ritual house) + noku (from inoku: to grow to a
ripe old age).

Jensen (1948:30) reports this type of name for the Wemale.
Most personal names to which a literal meaning can be attached are

in contemporary spoken Nuaulu, in an acceptable corruption or con-
traction, or in contemporary spoken Nuaulu with the addition of
Standard affixes. Some names are in archaic Nuaulu (which is also
sometimes employed in rituals). As would be expected, this is par-
ticularly the case where names have been in circulation for many
generations, or which refer to head-hunting or martial customs no
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longer practised. A few names, or parts of names, are in languages
other than Nuaulu, and these usually indicate those acquired through
marriage with outsiders. Some names, however, simply incorporate
single words from other languages:

Case 15. (175) 9 Pina itam pina (female prefix) + Ham (from
Malay hitam: "black").

On the meaning of personal names
As a result of the process described earlier, the Nuaulu choose personal
names for their new-born that either (a) are selected from a pool of
existing names or (b) are original. We may describe these respectively
as secondary and primary names. A secondary name may additionally
(c) have been acquired through direct inheritance. In each case the
semantic reference is rather different. In the case of a primary name
the main semantic reference is intrinsic, that is, it does not go beyond
what the morphemes incorporated in the name were originally intended
to convey, or are now interpreted as conveying, either denotatively or
connotatively. The semantic reference of a pre-existing name is never
solely intrinsic. It may be primarily or entirely extrinsic, or a combina-
tion of the two; in which case we may describe it as associational.
Alternatively, its primary semantic referent may stem from its having
been directly inherited from a parent, grandparent or elder siblirig,
according to rules which have already been described. In this case we
may describe it as relational. Inevitably, a relational reference will also
convey extrinsic semantic properties. If a direct inheritance name has
previously been an associational name, as is generally the case, then the
extrinsic references will be correspondingly more complex. Indeed, the
longer a name has been in circulation, the more potentially complex
its meaning.12

The account in the preceding paragraph amounts to a logical model
of the connection between type of name and complexity of meaning.
However, the dividing-line and relationship between primary and
secondary, intrinsic and extrinsic, is not always a clear one. This is
because of certain tendencies in naming practices and because of the
elaboration and reconstruction of those past events leading to the
appearance of particular names. Thus, if a name in an existing pool is
an appropriate memorial to the circumstances of a recent birth, then it
may be chosen for that reason. For example, if bananas are somehow
significantly connected with a birth then there is a disposition to favóur
Uri ("bananas") if it already features in an existing pool. Hence the
name is secondary but it refers intrinsically to a primary event. The
precise meanings of particular names are subject to considerable re-
interpretation. With names that have been in circulation for a long
time, the precise details may no longer be known. However, in many
cases the choice of a particular name is linked to its assumed or
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Nuaulu Personal Naming 29

attributed meaning. It does not matter that the meaning may have
been misinterpreted. As with the Temiar (Benjamin 1968:122), the
Nuaulu generally feel that personal names should have meanings, even
if they are not known.

On the other hand, although secondary names almost certainly
memorialize some past event (or events), they may be given not because
of an intrinsic connection between their literal meaning and the
circumstances of birth, but because of some extrinsic association. For
example, it may have been the name of a recently dead relative, though
not one whose name would automatically be acquired through the rules
of direct inheritance. Alternatively, or at the same time, a name may
be especially sanctioned by an ancestor, or memorialize a recent clan
alliance. Names may therefore be chosen solely to perpetuate a memory,
because the names themselves possess a sanctity which demands imme-
diate recirculation, or even for aesthetic reasons. They may, of course,
be rationalized in other ways and the process of rationalization may
also be projected back in the mystical construction of the circumstances
in which names originated. Thus it is now generally believed that the
names belonging to the numa onate of the clan Nepane-tomoi'en all
originated in the dreams of the patrilineal grandfather of the present
clan head.

All primary names necessarily derive their meaning from the cir-
cumstances of birth, or qualities of the child evident at birth. 29 of a
total of 173 individuals with case histories reported from the village
of Ruhuwa have names which were explained to me as arising from
particular events associated with the birth of the individual referred
to, and not simply a distant ancestor. In other words, about 17 percent
of the Ruhuwa Nuaulu name pool was regarded as consisting of
completely new names. Secondary names are in large part the primary
event names of past generations, and are anyway generally given
because the name memorializes in some way the birth of its current
bearer. Consequently, in looking at the intrinsic meaning of personal
names it makes little sense to isolate the primary names among living
persons from the entire corpus. I do not do so here.

Nuaulu personal names can be initially divided into those which have
a clear intrinsic meaning and those which do not. In this respect they
are similar to names applied to plants and animals (Ellen, Stimson and
Menzies 1976:131, footnote). This does not mean that names without
intrinsic meanings have never possessed them, only that they are now
forgotten and unintelligible without incautious etymological specu-
lation. Of 209 traditional personal names recorded from Ruhuwa, 124
are either provided with clear exegeses or have an intrinsic meaning
which becomes obvious through analysis and comparison. These are
set out in the table below according to intrinsic reference or origin. The
headings are imposed and to a degree arbitrary, and there are inevitable
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overlaps. Some names could be classified under several different
headings, especially those of compound form (e.g. case 14). The classi-
fication adopted is merely the most rational sorting device possible in
the circumstances. It indicates succinctly the very point I wish to argue:
namely that there is no one simple and obvioüs semantic order to
Nuaulu personal names, and therefore no satisfactory typology.13

Most personal names are regarded by the Nuaulu themselves as
having had their origin and explanation in particular events associated

Table showing schematic grouping of traditional Nuaulu personal
names according to apparent intrinsic reference or origin; Ruhuwa,
August 1975.

Denotative reference Total number of Total number of
occurrences in corpus different names

1. Exogenous events 34 24
2. Endogenous events

(a) immediate circumstances
ofbirth 11 6

(b) appearance or
countenance of child 7 6

(c) actual or desired
behaviour of child 17 12

(d) divination related to
birth or pregnancy 11 8

3. Natural objects and phenomena;
generally connected with events
in categories 1 and 2. 36 28

4. Cultural objects and phenomena;
generally connected with events
in categories 1 and 2.
(a) general 26 23
(b) names of special sacred

significance
(c) head-hunting and warfare

5. Introduced names
(a) from other ethnic groups on

Seram
(b) of Islamic and Christian

origin
6. Unavailable or insufficiently

clear at present

Totals 263 209

8
6

9

8

94

6
4

4

3

85
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with the circumstances of birth of the first and, in many cases, sub-
sequent bearers. Such names may be either endogenous (that is,
referring to something directly connected with the child or immediate
conditions of birth), or exogenous (relating to some external event
marking the time of parturition or confinement). Although I have
listed these separately in the table, references to the behaviour of a
child at birth, its appearance or countenance, or to divination con-
nected with labour or the preceding pregnancy, are all (in a sense)
endogenous events. This is because the relevant measure of proximity
is social rather than narrowly spatial. Similarly, references to natural
and cultural objects or phenomena generally imply association with
an event, where these are more likely to be endogenous rather than
exogenous in origin. Even those names which do not clearly refer to
particular events may have been event names in origin. References to
head-hunting and warfare suggest exogenous events, while introduced
names may have been acquired through the association of persons
so-named with specific births.
(i) Names referring to exogenous events.
These may refer to natural phenomena or happenings, including
ostensibly mundane events, special secular occasions and ritual
practices.

The following examples illustrate each of these instances in order:
Case 16. (189) 9 Pina uane pina (female prefix) + reference
to the presence of rain (uane) at time of birth.
Case 17. (68) d Komisi reference to the visit of a Dutch com-
missaris.
Case 18. (269) d" Pena' so lit. "do not speak of it"; reference
to a meeting of male elders (lowe) to discuss sacred matters.

(ii) Names referring to endogenous events.
These may refer to the difficulty or ease of parturition, something
which the child experienced at birth, the behaviour of the new-born
child, its appearance or countenance. Each of these themes are illus-
trated in the following cases:

Case 19. (61) 9 Kanasun refers to a tiring, troubled birth; lit.
meaning unclear; contrast with case 13.
Case 20. (82) 9 Lohosina loho (from iroho: to hit, beat, rub)
with sina (Laportea decumana). The leaves of this plant have vicious
stinging hairs and are used therapeutically, usually by rubbing on
the body to relieve aches and pains.
Case 21. (101) 9 Marai lit. "blue": refers to blue pigmented
area at base of spine frequently found in children: see also case 15.
Case 22. (58) d1 Kaitauwa kaitau (shy).
Divination often accompanies Nuaulu childbirth and pregnancy,

reflecting the anxiety and risk associated with these events. Many
names begin with the prefix nau-, followed by a term indicating the
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kind of divination, or relating to an aspect of it which is regarded as
significant:

Case 23. (124) d Nau honwe lit. new (honwe) divination (nau);
see also case 12.
As has been mentioned, names prefixed by nau- are restricted to

males, and even then it is unlikely that every birth associated with
divination has the fact memorialized in a name.
(iii) Names referring to natural objects.
A very large number of names refer to natural objects or species. Most
of these refer to specific types of animal or plant, or to parts of them:

Case 24. (62) 9 Kapu noine noine (archaic Nuaulu for "flower")
...of... kapu (the kapok tree, Ceiba pentandra).
Case 25. (139) cf Neune a type of tree, Casuarinaequisetifolia.14

Case 26. (69) d Konane the Moluccan parrot (Tanygnathus me-
galorhynchus).
The remainder refer to more general natural categories, as in

Kuparko (case 1).
There appears to be no association between gender and particular

kinds of natural category, and in each case the choice appears to be
primarily associated with birth. Chosen natural species sometimes have
a totemic connection. Of those with clear totemic connections, some
refer to entire species and others (metonymically) to their parts:

Case 27. (259) $ Tene species of Bambusa; secondary totem of
the clan Penisa.
Case 28. (115) cf Nakanoine noine (archaic Nuaulu for "flower")
...of... naka (Artocarpus integra: the breadfruit); see case 11.
Although there are possibly further unidentified personal names with

totemic affiliations, it is notable that there are so few (less than 10
percent). The message is clear: totemism is of no general signifi-
cance when interpreting the intrinsic meanings of Nuaulu personal
names, neither is it prominent in Nuaulu exegeses,
(iv) Names referring to cultural objects.

The large number of names featuring references to cultural objects
may eqüally be connected with endogenous events:

Case 29. (59) $ Kanakuru pillow,
or suggest exogenous events:
•• Case 30. (294) cf Wate a scare charm, taboo sign.
Their signification of events is, generally speaking, more obvious than
in names featuring references to natural species. Over half of them
appear to have clearly mystical and sacred connotations, for example:

Case 31. (293) d1 Wata from ata sonar, a wooden utensil used
in the preparation of sago porridge (sonar); in this case one used in
ritual, and therefore sacred.
Case 32. (185) $ Pina roi pina (female prefix) + mi (from
roiki, the rattan line running across the east end of a Nuaulu ritual
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house upon which clan ancestral spirits are supposed to reside.
A few names relate to head-hunting, and may originally have referred
to actual events:

Case 33. (119) cf Nasi' omina nasi (blood)... omina (archaic
Nuaulu for hata wemane: (of) another tribe).
Case 34. (219) cf Santé from esaniki (to participate in, to go)
+ tinahane (head-hunting).
Case 35. (222) cf Sa(h)une from esa(h)uhui (to stand astride and
decapitate) + tinahane (head-hunting).

These names are generally regarded as being particularly sacred. Other
such names (names which cannot easily be included under other
headings) include:

Case 36. (193) 2 Rahie sun.
Case 37. (226) cf Seka nima nima (from hata nima: a reference
to the "five" groups of tribes, of which the Nuaulu are one and
which are symbolically contrasted with the "nine" group (hatasia)
Clan Nepane tomoi'en, inherited from clan of mother (Somori).
The meanings of two particular names, though repeatedly solicited,

were always refused on the grounds of their extreme sanctity.
(v) Introduced names.
Some introduced names are clearly slightly modified forms of
recognizably' Christian and Islamic names which show phonological
shifts of varying degrees:

Case 38. (110) 9 Meri from Mary, mother of Jesus.
Case 39. (102). 2 Mariam Arabic of Miriam, the sister of Möses;
also the Arabic name given to the Virgin Mary.
Case 40. (156) 9 Patima from Fatima, daughter of the Prophet
Muhammad and Khadidja.

Unlike names acquired on conversion or baptism, these have been fully
assimilated into the Nuaulu pool of traditional names. It is not possible
to use any name of Islamic or Christian origin indiscriminately.

Most introduced names are, however, derived from other ethnic
groups on Seram, some being clearly acquired by Nuaulu clan name
pools through marriage with women from the non-Nuaulu village of
Jalahatan. For example,

Case 41. (87) 9 Pinato.
The remainder may also have been introduced through marriage, or
through association with a particular event. The precise derivation of
other imported names is unclear. They tend to be distributed widely
on Seram, across different language groups. Thus one Nuaulu personal
name can be understood by translating it into Paulohi:

Case 42. (72) 2 Latulesi latu ("king") + lesi ("I am strong"
or "the conqueror"), a title which, according to Stresemann (1918:
125, 127, S22), indicates the bearer as a kapiiane.
As names move from one linguistic group to another there is of ten
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a slight phonological modification.15 The same name (or its dialectal
cognates) may therefore appear in several linguistically different
populations, sometimes retaining its meaning, sometimes modifying it,
sometimes losing it, and sometimes entirely reversing it. I am aware
of only one example of this last instance, but it is important for its
mythological connections:

Case 43. (264) c? Tuale The Nuaulu term tuamai (or tua-
manai) and the west Seramese Wemale term tuale (or tuwale) are
morphologically cognate. In Nuaulu the terms can be glossed as
"earth", but in the Wemale villages of Nuniali and Apiolo they are
clearly "sun". Similarly, rahie means "sun" in Nuaulu but "earth"
in Wemale (Stresemann 1923:331), anthropomorphized as the
mythical maiden Hainuwele.

For bóth Wemale and Nuaulu "sun" and "earth" are personified and
symbolically opposed, and both octur as personal names. Thus in
moving from one part of Seram to another, parts which are symbo-
lically contrasted as patasiwa (nine-group) and patalima (five-group)
respectively, the meanings of the two terms have become reversed:

Patasiwa (Wemale) Patalima (Nuaulu)
sun tu(w)ale, tuama(na)i tf rahie 9
earth rahie (rarie) $ tuama(na)i d1

Value, social property and the idiom of individuation
Now it is clear from the preceding section that, although Nuaulu
personal names may well be used for various social purposes, the
evidence for any neat concordance between semantic structure and
social organization is slim. While some female names are expressed
morphosyntactically (as in the pina- form) and some morphemes are
restricted to males (nau-, reta- ), neither phonemics nor semantics
serve as an infallible guide to gender. This is more markedly so when
we turn to clan affiliation. Some names are undoubtedly totemic in
origin (cases 11 and 28), but the number (metonymic or otherwise)
is small. Any clan-linked patterns that might exist are anyway obscured
by the transfer of names on marriage between descent groups. In
short, the acceptable grounds for introducing new names and their
subsequent permissible patterns of use are so flexible and diverse as to
defy the discovery of regularities at the level of meaning. No doubt it
would be possible, employing some Standard structuralist casuistry, to
find evidence for archaic, profound and graceful patterns (Ellen 1978),
but I am inclined to resist the temptation. Rather, it is necessary to
consider the functional significance of personal names in broader terms.

If we consider personal names as signifiers (which indeed they must
be) then their social causes and consequemes can be analyzed at two
levels: the non-arbitrary and the arbitrary. At the first a direct con-
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nection is imputed between intrinsic meaning and function. As I have
indicated, the non-arbitrary associations of Nuaulu names show no
clear and generalizable semantic pattern. At the second level there is
no necessary relationship between the intrinsic meaning of a name
(either connotatively or denotatively) and its social function. In the
Nuaulu case the arbitrary significance of names is altogether clearer
than the non-arbitrary.

In order to explain this dissonance and appreciate the social signi-
ficance of personal names in general among the Nuaulu, it is necessary
to recognize that personal names may become things themselves, no
less the signifier than the signified. Such significance attached to the
non-tangible sterns from the attribution of value.

When parts of the biological world are used by humans for whatever
purpose they are accorded value, and the accordance of value is
generally signified by naming. Naming is not a prerequisite for the
creation of use-values, but names do facilitate rapid communication
of information. Names therefore signify objects, in the present context
individual human beings; but they signify not simply a unique body,
but a set of behaviour, experiences, social affiliations and other
attributes. If the name is not unique it also indicates other bearers
of the name after a similar fashion. In the same way personal names
may add value to biological human beings, ensuring not only biological
reproduction but social reproduction also. The entering into different
ascriptive positions confers value, but a personal name brings value
which has accumulated during many previous lifetimes. The signifi-
cance of giving personal names to humans can perhaps be appreciated
more by considering the implications of giving them to parts of the
inanimate environment. For example, the Nuaulu give personal names
to various kinds of sacred object: spears, house-posts, shields and so
on. Naming is an essential part of a process of anthropomorphization
which confers special value. Such objects are subject to rites of passage
which imitate those through which humans pass, are cosseted and given
attention as if they were human, are subject to ritual attitudes and
referred to as if they were sentient individuals.17

The value accorded to human beings or sacred objects by the
attachment of personal names is of a special kind. It is fetish. By
this I simply mean that a name is treated as having a reality com-
parablë with material things, that verbal representations or designations
(appearances) are confused with their objects, and that intrinsic
properties bear no direct correspondence between their consequences
and causes in material reproduction (Friedman 1974:56-7). A name,
therefore, is the reification of an attribute or part of an object, which
can transcend the whole in both spatial and temporal terms. This is
reflected in the relations between Nuaulu terms for "name" and
"soul": nanai and nane respectively. The similarity is semantic as well
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as phonological.18 A name brings with it the accumulated spiritual
capital of its previous owners; its value has altered through asso-
ciation and düration. There is, as Frazer (1911:318) noted, a specific
connection between a label and a person which goes beyond a simple
relatión of signification. Name and person merge, marking the uncertain
boundary between body and soul (Needham 1971:205-6). An unnamed
individual is incomplete and in a ritually dangerous condition; a
person with a "wrong" name is one who suffers misfortune. Until
persons are named they are neither whole nor socially acceptable. This
may explain the special behaviour found in some societies, such as
among the New Guinea Mendi (Ryan 1958), vis-a-vis unnamed
children.

The dual character of personal names as autonomous fetishized
accretions of value and as an intrinsic and necessary part of social
individuals has two major consequences in the context of other Nuaulu
cultural contingencies. Firstly, because Nuaulu names have value and
originate in socially defined situatipns which link them to individual
members of corporate clans (ipari),.their re-constitution as property is
not unexpected. In this sense they resemble other forms of incorporeal
property, such as myths, charms, medicines and related esoteric
knowledge. Like such items, there are strong cultural pressures which
keep them in continuous circulation from one generation to the next.
Their unbroken transmission links in time the creation of the universe
and its destruction, simultaneously a condition for the existence of life
and an obligation to the ancestors. Secondly, because a person cannot
exist socially without a name, name-giving becomes part of the ritual
means by which the social reproduction of individuals and (by
extension) descent groups is controlled. This control is theoretically
exercised by the heads of each clan nütria (jonate or kapitane) as
mediators and gate-keepers between the living and the ancestors. In
turn, it is materially reflected and reinforced by their practical control
of key natal rituals.

If the process of name-giving functions in part to reproduce the
existing pattern of social relations, then it is equally undeniable that
particular names reinforce particular social relations. As there is no
overlap between those for males and females, all personal names
emphasize gender distinctions. But over and above this, different names
may stress directly contradictory sentiménts and structural allegiances:
either alliance or descent.

Alliances between different clans are characteristically cemented
through the exchange of property, including personal names. When a
patriclan acquires a woman through marriage it also acquires a right
tó add her personal name to the pool available to its un-born and un-
named descendants. It also requires access to other names of the
bride's clan. In practice, affinal names are introduced permanently on
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the birth of children (e.g. case-37), although they may be acquired
before this as second names following an illness (e.g. case 7). Given
an ideology of long-term symmetrical exchange, it might be expected
that over time there should be a tendency for pairs of clans to register
a convergence in the composition of their name pools.1? But not only
does this ideal not correspond with the historical reality of interclan
linkages, the right of access to names is neither immediate nor
automatic. Depending on the form of marriage contracted (Ellen 1978:
49-57), the rituals conducted and the bridewealth paid, the extent and
character of mutual access to different forms of property varies. It may
help if I provide a specific example of this.

The makahane sihuru ceremony of the clan Somori follows somê
time af ter marriage and is conditional on the payment of bridewealth.
Although the constituent parts of the ceremony may alter, be held
separately or recombined in a different form, in the most summary of
terms it commonly has a threefold structure. Firstly, there are payments
by wife-takers to wife-givers signifying complete separation with one
clan and incorporation into another. These payments may or may not
include the bridewealth payment itself. In a ceremony at which I was
present in 1970 the payment involved 2000 Indonesian rupiahs (then
the equivalent of aböut two pounds sterling), two porcelain plates, two
bracelets and a red male headscarf (karanunu). The detailed symbolism
of these objects is unimportant here, except to mention that the
karanunu, which is regarded as being invested with ancestral Somori
spirits, is rubbed over the body of the bride to indicate her total
incorporation. Secondly, there are exchanges signifying the complete
ritual subjugation of the woman to the ancestors of the wife-taking
clan. This consists primarily of the presentation of a conical hat (nasa)
made from Pandanus leaves, significant on the grounds that adult
Somori women are prohibited from going outside a house without a
head covering. Secondarily, this aspect of the ceremony may involve
payment by the bride of fines for having already infringed certain
Somori totemic restrictions. The third part of the ceremony signifies the
privileged access gained by the wife-takers to the property of wife-
givers. The payments already mentioned release the name of the women
to become the sole property of the wife-taking clan. This aspect of the
ceremony is also reflected in the fact that it is the bride's clan which
provides the food which is afterwards consumed in celebration.20

By contrast to a lateral transfer of names, which emphasizes alliance,
the inheritance and repetition in the patrilineal line stresses continuity
and identity through descent. Such practices are among many whose
effect is to stabilize the relationship of the past to the present. Naming
does so by ensuring that the living are none othér than thè namesakes
of those ancestral spirits and immediate jural superiors who are h>
voked by mortals and who direct and affect their lives, .. •..••;
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For the greater part, Nuaulu personal names are those of patriclan
ancestors, or at least they are by now regarded as such. There is
considerable pressure not to forget names and deplete the stock. Some
names are more sacred than others (namai moné), and the inducement
to retain these in constant circulation is even greater. As soon as the
current bearer dies another must be found, irrespective of the applica-
bility of rules of direct inheritance. Nevertheless, the most obvious
means of ensuring the re-appearance of names is through their direct
inheritance. 61 of a total of 285 names applied to different individuals
in Ruhuwa were acquired in this way. Of these, 23 were for females,
which provides the kind of gender ratio which might be reasonably
expected given the application of the rules discussed earlier. In patri-
lineal descent groups it is necessarily the personal names of males
which are crucial in the establishing of genealogical charters and
chronicles of clanship. The overall figure, however, is certainly not
impressive. It may reflect in part the relative difficulty of creating the
required demographic conditions. In a society where death occurs early
and three-generation families are rare, direct inheritance of names
leads to an effective alternation of generations in the use of names. As
the mortality rate declines through the cessation of raiding and head-
hunting, and as modern health care becomes available, so the average
age of death rises. This increases the probability of effective material
reproduction of descent groups, but (paradoxically) reduces the degree
of social continuity enshrined in the obligatory repetition of personal
names.

While the foregoing discussion indicates the possibility of providing
a reasonably satisfactory account of Nuaulu personal naming and the
extrinsic meaning of personal names in functional terms, there appears
to be no comparable order in the relationship between the intrinsic
meaning of names and social organization. This is partly a consequence
of social organization itself. That some Nuaulu personal names show
clear totemic affiliations must reflect some intentionality and conscious-
ness of the relationship between individual and group, and provide
some basis for semantic synchrony. However, the frequency in the
transfer of names between clans forecloses the possibility of any
consistent patterning. Now the reason why this mechanical effect is
culturally acceptable despite an obvious attempt to link particular
personal names intrinsically with their clan of origin and a more
general extrinsic association between name and descent group, seems
to lie in the notion of individuality.

There is nothing novel in suggesting that autonymous personal
naming is the one sure way of indicating the culturally constructed
unique in the biological world (Lévi-Strauss 1966:168, 192). Nuaulu
personal names inevitably determine a self, and may also convey more
specific biographical information, particularly about the circumstances
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of birth. The uniqueness is socially guaranteed by the rule that a name
cannot be used twice for living members of a single local named
clan.21 It is sustained through a mystical logic which asserts that
living clansmen sharing the same name could hardly be separable
persons and finds its apotheosis and psychological salience in those
instances when entirely new names are created. But most names in
circulation have been used at least once; that is, they are inherited
rather than invented. Thus the circumstances which give rise to new
names, and which, additionally, negate the value attached to well-
established ones must, therefore, be particularly special. This special
condition arises from the inability to match the significant features of
an individual birth with any of the possible available names and is
partly reflected in the loss of names over time. New names are con-
sequently invented simply because there is no alternative. Their effect
is to re-set in motion that process by which names acquire value and
to ensure that variability necessary for the maintenance of onymic
individuality.

But the intrinsic meanings of new names do not arise spontaneously;
they are culturally constructed. Many events surrounding birth are
potential sources of names, but only one is generally chosen. This
process of selection depends on observations of events or conjunctions
or significance, and a decision as to what is appropriate. What is
significant is not always appropriate. An appropriate name need not
simply be the outcome of intrinsic semantic qualities, but may derive
from extrinsic or aesthetic considerations (semantic or phonetic). Some-
times intrinsic meaning (denotative, connotative, or both) will be un-
known, or if known then not highly regarded. Instead, extrinsic
qualities in terms of past and present associations of a name will take
preference. Beyond this, available names are restricted by gender and
morphosyntactic acceptability.

In the light of all these complexities it becomes difficult to re-
construct the precise circumstances giving rise to a particular name.
For example, the number of nau- names cannot be read as a simple
proxy for the number of cases where augury is associated with birth.
Divination is so routine a procedure that it is likely te be connected
with most conceptions, pregnancies, births and infantile histories. Nau-
names, therefore, only indicate significant divinatory events. Moreover,
they can never be applied to females, even though these are every bit
as much the subject of augury. The nau- form is, in effect, no more
than a male prefix, in some respects comparable to the female pina-.
Like pina-, nau- may be added to a root partly for aesthetic or morpho-
syntactic reasons. It could never precede certain roots. For example,
although nau tihu ("water divination") is certainly employed in con-
nection with pregnancy and birth, it never takes on the form of a
personal name. In other types of divination this happens frequently.
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Whatever name is selected and whatever information is conveyed,
personal names are the products of a historically filtered process. No
personal name can ever stand independent of the social personalities
with whom it has been associated. Extrinsically, it connects the expe-
rience of a living individual with a socially significant past. For while
a name is chosen for its appropriateness to the circumstances of birth
of a living individual person, that person is seldom the first bearer of
the name. It recalls the reputation of an ancestor, an event or sym-
bolically-charged archaic custom. Names serve as a means of remem-
brance. They remind the living not only of specific named ancestors
(and therefore serve also as a technique of memorialism), but are links
with a more general past. They represent accumulated cultural capital
acquired and utilized by a collectivity of clan ancestors, and thereby
signify their omnipresence: a clear intrusion of the past into the
present of most living individuals, linking them into a cyclical cosmic
timescale.

Nuaulu personal names are not primarily classifiers or individu-
alizers (Goodenough 1965), but are both equally and simultaneously.
But they perform this dual function not through the use of
different kinds of name (e.g. Collier and Brickner 1970), but through
the emergence on different occasions and in different contexts of
different meanings or emphases for personal names which have
multiple associations. The individualizing tendency operates primarily
(though not exclusively) through intrinsic meaning, while their classi-
ficatory role is most apparent extrinsically. The effect of using personal
names for what are sometimes contradictory purposes gives termino-
logical focus to the relationship between structure and event, group
and individual and between past and present. The end result is neither
counterbalance nor fit, but rather a dynamic functional tension.

NOTES

1 This paper was prepared for the 1981 University of London Intercollegiate
Seminar on 'Names: definitions of the individual in society', held at the School
of Oriental and African Studies. Subsequent versions have been read to
audiences at the universities of Kent at Canterbury, Leiden, Oxford and St.
Andrews. I am grateful to numerous colleagues and friends for their
comments, and to David Parkin for the original invitation. Jim Collins has
helped me to clarify a point concerning prohibitions and circumlocutions.

The field research upon which the paper is based was conducted between
1969 and 1971, in 1973 and again in 1975. For the most part it has been
supported by the Social Science Research Council under the auspices of the
Indonesian Academy of Sciences, Lembaga Hmu Pengetahuan Indonesia. On
different occasions I have received financial assistance from the Hayter Travel
Awards Scheme, the London-Cornell Project for East and Southeast Asian
Studies, and the Central Research Fund of the University of Löndon. Many
individuals on Seram have provided detailed information, although I should
like to single-out Komisi, Sekanima, Kai'isa and Numapena for special thanks.
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2 Empirical evidence of the wide variety of reasons for giving particular names
in any one society and the difficulty of establishing clear categories and rules

. is widespread; see, for example, Wilken 1875, Beattie 1957, Franklin 1967:77,
Fortes 1955, Ryan 1958:110.

3 Teknonymy is well-reported for those parts of insular southeast Asia with
cognatic relationship terminologies (e.g. Wilken 1875, Kohlbrugge 1901,
Needham 1954, Murdock 1960, Geertz and Geertz 1964, Geertz 1975 (1966),
Hudsori 1967); although in places it may be of relatively little importance
(e.g. Rousseau 1978:89). Where terminologies are asymmetrie and descent
groups unilineal, they appear to be less well known. From West Seram,
Jensen (1948:130) reports the custom as being practised among the Wemale.
Although teknonymy appears functionally more consistent with ego-orientated
kinship relations and generational terminology than with ancestor-orientated
relations and lineal-alliance terminologies, Nuaulu teknonymous practice is
far from being residual or peripheral.

4 Some ascriptive "titles" may seem to have been omitted from this class-
ification. But the term "title" is such a vague one that its usefulness cannot
be sustained in any detailed examination of terminology. Some "titles"
constitute a special case of developmental terms, limited not by gender alone,
but also by class, clan affiliation or descent. Some titles are barely separable
from the personal names of their bearers. I have also omitted any mention
of death names (e.g. Needham 1954:420). The Nuaulu do not use these, but
if they did they might be considered as a type of developmental term.

5 Most infants born alive are named, even those who subsêquently live for no
longer than 24 hours. Thus listing the number of births of named Nuaulu
individuals gives a more accurate picture of fertility than in a culture where
naming is delayed; but a less accurate one than for cultures where all
individuals born are provided with names.

6 The term "direct succession name" is used by Strathern (1970:65) to describe
a similar practice among the Wiru of the New Guinea highlands. Since
Nuaulu names acquired in this way are not regularly linked to special rights
or political office, such a description would be technically misleading. The
notion of "direct inheritance" not only has the advantage of being more
accurate, but also conveys the proprietorial attitude towards personal names.
There is some evidence that the types of naming by direct inheritance
described here for the Nuaulu are also found in West Seram (Jensen 1948:
129).

7 Numbers in parenthesis are code references to a corpus of some 624 cases of
names applied to particular individuals. The present analysis draws on
detailed data for all 204 individuals living in Ruhuwa (Rohua, Ruhua)
village in August 1975, the names of 81 dead individuals, and less detailed
data on the names of 302 Nuaulu individuals living in the villages of Watane,
Hahuwalan, Aihisuru, Bunara and Hatuheno in January 1971. Of the total
number of 367 different personal names collected, 360 were traditional, that
is, names not acquired through conversion to Islam or Christianity.

8 A still further optional variation on the practices embodied in the two
obligatory rules outlined is that a son may acquire the name of his father or
grandfather as a second name following an illness, provided that his namesake
is by that time already dead. Plural names are discusséd further below.

9 Because Christian and Muslim converts continue to give their children
traditional names before they acquire those of the new religion, those who
die prior to christening or any other name-giving ceremony are regarded as
remaining pagan.

10 E.g. Johannes tuli = deaf Johannes, Lis = Lisbeta, Poli = Paulus, Utu =
Ruth, Kris = Kristof, Eli = Elias, Anto = Anthoni. At least one reason
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for using diminutives for Ruth and Kristof is the difficulty in pronouncing the
aspirated fricatives [O] and [f].

11 This may be a fairly common Malayo-Polynesian form. On Truk female
names are regularly prefixed by -jine- or neeji (Goodenough 1965:267).

12 The intrinsic/extrinsic distinction may seem an obvious enough one to make,
but I have come across no explicit discussion of it in the literature. On the
contrary, there appears to be an assumption that wherever names find their
justification in events they have no previous histories. This may of course be
the case in some areas, but it is a view which may also have arisen by paying
too much attention to narrow intrinsic exegeses provided by informants.

13 Fortgens (1911) sets out a similar typology in his description of Tobelo
names from north-east Halmahera. He divides them into (i) names memo-
rializing the occasion of birth, (ii) names relating to the course of confinement,
(iii) names memorializihg the first food eaten by the child on weaning, (iv)
names referring to the actual or desired behaviour of the child, and (v) praise
names. Evidently, this reflects differences in naming practices between the
Tobelo and the Nuaulu, but it is also clear that Fortgens has imposed his
own rigid classification, which cannot completely cope with the nuances of
Tobelo naming practice.

14 Plant names are also reported by Jensen (1948:129-30) for the Wemale:
Tebua ("sugar-cane") and Mohite ("vine"). The latter term closely resembles
the Nuaulu meute, and might therefore be more specifically glossed as
"rattan".

15 Jensen (1948:130) provides two examples of this kind of shift between two
Wemale villages:

Ahiolo Unwin
Tuasapu Tuasa-u
So-usapu So-usa-u

16 Jensen and Niggemeyer (1939:30) suggest that Tuwale is derived from titan,
the Malay word for "lord". This seems unlikely, although the two words may
well have a common origin.

17 Similar attitudes to animals are well-known for societies where they are of
pre-eminent social significance. Through naming, animals are incorporated
into human society, become subject to many of its laws and are granted
personalities. They become recipients of respect, affection and care; and as
objects of celebration may even be the focus for particular rituals of
transition. The only animals regularly given personal names by the Nuaulu
are domesticated dogs. These are accorded enormous attention if they are
valued for hunting purposes, when they are on the receiving end of an
elaborate veterinary knowledge which varies from one clan to another. Other-
wisé they are neglected, ill-treated and despised. As befits such a highly
utilitarian approach, dogs are generally named (when they are named at all)
after their birth place (e.g. Nata, Yokó), though like humans they may also
be named after their predecessors.

18 The cognate Malay nama may be glossed with the English notions of
"name", "title" and "fame", supporting J-évi-Strauss' observation (1966:190)
that thëre is an imperceptible structural transition between names and titles.
It is generally distinguished from jiwa ("soul", "spirit", "breath of life") or
samangat ("vital force", "energy", "spirit"). Nuaulu namai shares all the
semantic properties of Malay nama (Milner 1977:206-7), though in a slightly
different combination and extending them to the realm of jiwa and semangat.

19 What slight statistical convergence does occur arises mainly for two reasons:
because related clans which have divided retain many of the same personal
names, and because of a demographic imbalance between clans which leads
to smaller clans tending to select mates primarily from the largest ones.
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Compared with the bias introduced in this way, convergence resulting from
conformity with preferential marriage patterns is quite insignificant.

20 Roder (1948:89) has reported that for parts of highland central Seram birth
position may determine whether a personal name originates from the clan of
the father or that of the mother. Children who are even ordinals in this sense
have names from the clan of their father, those who are odd ordinals have
names from the clan of their mother.

21 There are contemporary variations on this rule which, if anything, reinforce
the interpretation given here. The same name may nowadays appear more
than once in a single village. Prior to the Pax Neerlandica Nuaulu clans
resided in separate highland hamlets. Since the first quarter of the present
century they have, for the most part, inhabited multi-clan villages. But names
may also be duplicated within a clan if sections reside in different villages,
or even in the same village if those sections have assumed a de jure ritual
autonomy. Thus the unit within which names cannot be duplicated is
effectively the named local sub-clan, although this independence does not
extend to the rules of exogamy. However, a name may be duplicated in the
same local named sub-clah if, as rarely happens, a woman marries into a
clan where her personal name is already in use. I have on record one
example of this situation.
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